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the history of the church of jesus christ of latter day saints
is constantly changing as new information becomes available and as

each generation asks fresh questions about its past write james B

alienallenailen and glen M leonard in their preface to the 1992 edition of
the story of the latter day saints it was the need to synthesize
such new research for an audience of interested general readers
that prompted publication of the story of the larterlatterlauerlunerlumer day saints in
1976 reviewed in BYU studies 17 spring 197711977 241 47 now
after sixteen years the authors observe ongoing events in the
churchschurche history and additional scholarship suggested the appropri-
ateness of a revision xi

the second edition of this valuable and finely illustrated one
volume history of the church reflects the solid scholarship and
faith of the authors both of whom are recognized authorities on
LDS church history james B alienallenailen taught history at BYU from
19651963 until his semiretirement in 1992 he also served as assistant
church historian glen M leonard currently director of the
museum of church history and art in salt lake city served pre-
viously on the staff of the utah state historical society and with
the historical department of the LDS church

how is the new edition distinguished from the first edition
conspicuously the second edition is longer eighty pages have
been added the text has been significantly changed throughout
the most obvious change involving a restructuring of the late
twentieth century material including the addition of a final chap-
ter current to 1990the1990 The volumes comprehensive bibliography has
also been updated

A revision of particular significance is the perspective the
authors provide in part 5 toward becoming a universal
church 1950 1990 titled in the first edition the gospel to all
nations 1939 1976 the six page introduction to this section
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skillskillfullyfullyfally sets the international stage for the past forty years of church
history amidst political upheaval new technology and eroding moral
and ethical values the church expanded exponentially

in 1950 mormonism was still largely an american religion
but it stood on the threshold of a new international presence the
authors observe 558 and then provide comparative statistics for
the following four decades

in 1950 church membership was about 1100000 at the beginning
of 1990 it was 7300000 stakes grew from 180 to 1700 missions
from 43 to 228.228 in 1950 the church was organized in fewer than
50 nations or territories but in 1990 it was in 128 nations in 1950
there were fewer than 6000 missionaries in the field in 1990 there
were nearly 40000 in 1950 some 7.77777 percent of the population of
the church lived outside the united states and canada but forty
years later this had changed to 40.5405405 percent 56061560 61

assessing the challenges presented by such rapid growth the
authors comment

the widespread acceptance of the gospel by people of diverse
ethnic and cultural origins demanded not just tolerance but more
importantly a reexamination by some saints of their personal atti-
tudes toward other races and cultures As the church grew more
rapidly in asia latin america and africa for example as well as
among highly diverse cultural and ethnic groups in the united states
itself some important questions were raised could the traditional
american bornbom wasatch front latter day saint whose culture tended
to dominate the church wholly and sincerely accept those of other
cultures as brothers and sisters in the fullest sense could the
church as an institution adapt its policies and emphases in such a
way that people of all cultures felt fully accepted conversely to
what degree did some cultural mores violate the essence of the
gospel and what necessary changes would some converts have to
make in order to become saints or to put it another way what
traditional LDS policies practices and teaching were essential to
the gospel of jesus christ and which ones were merely convenient
and subject to change 559

by framing such questions the authors heighten readers under-
standing of church growth and correlation in the chapters which
follow providing for example an important context for spencer W
kimballsKimballs 1954 comments on bigotry and class distinction 580
the 1978 revelation on priesthood and the challenges of culturally
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diverse wards the vision of an international worldwide
church was continually reemphasized they explain but the
more important quest was for a universal church one in
which people of all nations all races and all cultures could act
toward each other as brothers and sisters in the truest sense of
christs teachings 560

nowhere is this emphasis more evident than in the books
final chapter toward a universal church 1974 1990 which
covers president kimballsKimballs administration as well as president
bensons administration to 1990 the 1976 editions chapter 21

covered the early years of president kimballsKimballs administration
lengthening our stride 1973 76 the new concluding chapter

covers fourteen topics the lengthening stride growth and inter-
nationalization revelation on priesthood the international
church the intercultural challenge course corrections the com-
passionate church politics and public policy the church and the
changing role of women the public image the scriptures presi-
dent benson and the book of mormon and looking to the future
the foregoing list indicates the breadth of coverage of this impor-
tant era of LDS church history the chapter is very positive in
both spirit and tone as indicated by the following description of
president spencer W kimball

those who predicted that president kimballsKimballs would be a short
caretaker administration could not have been more wrong

instead he set a pace of physical spiritual and mental activity that
much younger men found difficult to follow on october 3 1974
the seventy nine year old church leader stood before a seminar for
regional and mission representatives filled with a vision of the
universal mission of the church he was concerned with what
the latter day saints must do to help it fulfill its destiny world-
wide if I1 need a title for what I1 desire to say this morning he
said 1 I think it would be lengthening our stride that theme
characterized the history of the church itself for the rest of the
decade and throughout the 1980s 628

the section entitled revelation on priesthood captures the
basic historical features of the june 1978 revelation and gets to
the heart of the matter through the use of direct quotations elder
bruce R mcconkiesMcConkies speech given at BYU a few weeks after the
revelation exemplifies the essence of this discussion speaking of
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the contrast between the earlier and subsequent policy on
priesthood elder mcconkie said forget everything I1 have
said or what president brigham young or president george Q
cannon or whomsoever has said in days past that is contrary to
the present revelation we spoke with a limited understanding
and without the light and knowledge that now has come into
the world 636 the story is further enlivened and enhanced
by the inclusion of personal experiences of such men as
helveciohelv6ciohelvetioHelheivecio martins the first black general authority and a native
of brazil 637 and anthony obinnaobanna a nigerian who had been
seeking church literature and requesting missionaries since the
late 1960s and became the first of nineteen nigeriansNigerians baptized
in his country in november 1979

the opening of nations previously closed to latter day saint
missionaries is the basis of an informative discussion which
treats david M kennedyskennedyaKennedys calling as a special church ambassa-
dor the goodwill established by elders nelson and oaks in
china and the opening of poland greece the former yugoslavia
hungary the former soviet union and india to missionary work

appropriately this final chapter closes with president
bensons vision of flooding the earth with the book of mormon
the prophets call to saints to study the scriptures and parti-
cularly the book of mormon formed the basis of his first confer-
ence address as president of the church and in the next three
years he delivered thirty nine addresses on the book of mormon
during the same period fifteen new foreign language transla-
tions of the book of mormon were completed his message was
effective observe the authors for throughout the church
people increasingly bore witness of what reading the book of
mormon had done for them 669

there is much more to applaud in this last chapter not the
least of which is the fact that it does not ignore some of the sen-
sitive issues the church has faced in recent years including the
ERA and womens issues the excommunication of george PR lee
and the hofmann forgeriesthereforgeries There are also some real weaknesses
weaknesses which are perhaps inherent in any survey history
because of the lack of space on some topics simply too little is
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included while the international church is discussed at great
length the section on the BYU jerusalem center leaves the reader
grasping for additional material there are only sixty two words to
tell the story of this important place 648the648 the section on course
corrections reads more like a series of telegrams than history
it raises more questions than it can answer in mentioning the
retirement of eldred G smith as patriarch and the introduction
of the consolidated meeting schedule 655 when controversial
topics such as the change in the patriarchal office are discussed
more explanation is needed in order for the reader to be sure of
the authors intent

other significant changes have been made in the text of
the story of the latter day saints generally these changes
emphasizedeemphasizede historical environment and increase emphasis on
revelation A good example of this trend is the section on the
word of wisdom in the first edition the authors emphasized
the social milieu of jacksonian america as background for the
word of wisdom in the second edition while the american
environment is still discussed revelation is the major force in
the development of this teaching note the following new
material in the 1992 edition

this revelation known as the word of wisdom was another
good example of divine guidance coming to the church in response
to inquiries about particular matters not only was there controversy
among the regions populace but it appears an immediate situation
closer to home played a key role in calling forth the inspired code
of health joseph and his family lived in rooms in newel K

whitneyswhitneytWhitneys store and as brigham young reported many years later
the prophet was influenced by happenings among the elders attend-
ing the school of prophets in an upstairs room above the store

when they assembled together in this room after breakfast
the first they did was to lightfighthight their pipes and while smoking talk
about the great things of the kingdom and spit all over the room
and as soon as the pipe was out of their mouths a large chew of
tobacco would then be taken often when the prophet entered the
room to give instruction he would find himself in a cloud of smoke
this and the complaints of his wife at having to clean so filthy
a floor made the prophet think upon the matter and he inquired
of the lord relating to the conduct of the elders in using tobacco
and the revelation known as the word of wisdom was the result of
his inquiry 105
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revelation is also emphasized in the discussion of joseph
smiths ideas on the three degrees of glogio910glorythegloryryThethe 1976 edition con-
tained information on a book by thomas dick entitled philosophy
of a future state the authors then showed parallels between the
ideas of thomas dick and joseph smith concerning the future
condition of mortals in the 1992 edition reference to thomas
dick has been deleted and a sentence added concerning joseph
smiths preparation searching and inquiring of the lord 79

careful readers will find other differences too the discus-
sion of the mountain meadows massacre for example softens the
statement though the church itself cannot be held responsible
the massacre at mountain meadows is nevertheless the most tragic
slur on its history for some members of the church participated
1976 303 to read though the church itself cannot be held

responsible the massacre at mountain meadows became a tragic
stain on the history of these tense and difficult times 1992 331151111

A new photograph features descendants of victims and partici-
pants in the massacre in the spirit of reconciliation joining hands
in a symbol of unity and forgiveness at the september 1990 dedi-
cation of an on site memorial to the victims 313 there are
numerous editorial changes in less sensitive matters in some
instances the 1976 text has been condensed to allow the inclu-
sion in the 1992 text of stories and details about individuals a

commendable effort by the authors to maintain a personal touch
in this comprehensive survey history

on subjects of current interest alienallenailen and leonard have an
extensive list of sources in the international church for example
an entire page of sources is presented with reference to both
books and articles there is a wide range of coverage with refer-
ences on IDS topics from official LDSIDSins publications publications with
only minimal IDSLDS connections and non LDS publications

for both the serious scholar and the casual reader of LDS

history the story of the latter day saints is a book worth owning
with the strengths already described as well as excellent maps
and illustrations this new edition is an attractive and useful volume
for latter day saint readers


